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A young child learns a lot about nature when reading up on bats because the book opens many

doors to the natural world. Bats are interesting creatures with many evolutionary traits not found in

other animals. Also, many kids are familiar with bats through horror films and Halloween

decorations. They have little insight into the true wonder of the flying mammal. Upon reading a book

about bats, a child might be more inclined to separate pop culture from science when learning.
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My children went BATS when I read this ebook for them. I did not even know that some bats are so

big, their wings can go as long as 2 meters. Some look like foxes and they call them flying foxes )

Great pictures of bats too! Very educational. Every page except of the last one had a lot of info and

facts like wing size, habitat and what food they like. But I gave it 5 stars since it had a good choice

of facts I really liked. This Ebook took a second to download on my iPhone. Super fast. Plus, the

shipping is always free with prime. Pretty addictive too I must say! :-) What I also like is reading

reviews. I rely heavily on reviews and many times don't purchase items with bad reviews. And when



I receive items I make sure to review them as well and even take pictures when I have time. Not all

the products I buy is of a great quality and i write everything I think to let the seller and the customer

know about imperfections.I bought this wonderful ebook for free in exchange for my honest review. I

like this bat ebook. I left a honest review as I think it would not be good to let people spend their

money for a crappy cheap ebook and waste money. I am enjoying my gift to myself and I am giving

you my word that the product is of a great quality. Since I've been reviewing a few products for a

discount lately, I have come to realize that these new or smaller sellers have some really great

products! What they need are some honest reviews to make sure you'll give them a chance. I think

if you'll look around at the reviews while you're shopping. If you need more info, feel free to post

comments. Give it a try, I don't think you will regret! Plus, I think it would be a good gift for yourself.

Thanks for reading and good luck!

This is a great high quality digital book. I was given the download free of charge so that I could read

it and leave a review.The books in this line of educational products are phenomenal. They contain

beautiful pictures of the subject of the book. The download is available via the  Kindle app to view

on all your electronic devices. It works well on my android table. It is not compatible with my basic

Kindle reader so that's something to be aware of. The publisher has listed a large number of

educational books to download and view. I have fallen in love with all of them I've downloaded so

far. The pictures are so amazing. The digital version gives you an idea of what you will find in the

printed version. You can view it before buying it. That's extremely helpful.This book, Bats Going

Batty, is such a cute book. Bats are always viewed as scary and dangerous. They really aren't so

bad. Children can learn all about bats from birth, to reproduction, and adulthood. This books

teaches a child all of the features that make this mammal unique. They will learn how a bat flies,

how it eats, and how it sleeps. There isn't much about bats that is not touched on in this book. The

overview is written in an easy to follow format for children. It presents just enough information for a

child to absorb without being overwhelming. I enjoyed this book!Third graders would find this book

enjoyable but I believe children as young as Kindergarten would enjoy having it read to them. The

pictures could be talked about as well and engaging to the younger child. Children as young as

preschool age could use the book as a picture book. It's never to early to introduce a child to the

love of books and learning. My toddler grand daughter loves looking at the pictures in books.I hope

this review has been helpful to you. Download it and start enjoying it for yourself. If you like it, you

can then order the printed copy.



This is a cute little introduction to bats for children ebooks.There many real bat pictures. The

drawings with bat facts are all the same though. It would have been nice to have a few different

drawings.There are also many interesting facts about bats that would be a good start to peak a

childs interest. I really wish they had included some info on what bats eat and how you can have a

bat box at home an try to have your own bats and tell why they are good for the environment.All in

all it was a good starter book and my friends son who was over really enjoyed it.If this were not a

free ebook I would not have been happy with this.I received this item at a discounted rate for my

honest and unbiased review. These are my opinions only and not swayed by me receiving a

discount or not.If a product works exactly as the seller described and looks just like it was portrayed

in their pictures, is sent out quickly, etc. then I believe a seller deserves a good review. I do take this

seriously and do not only leave five star reviews however I do contact the seller and give them the

chance to correct any issues there might be before leaving feedback.Thanks for looking at my

review, I hope it was helpful and you enjoyed it. If you have any questions please ask.

I ordered this Kindle book about bats to read with my 6-year-old nephew, who finds it interesting and

enjoys the pictures. I love bats, myself, so I also enjoyed it. IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢m thankful for bats

and the crazy amazing amount of mosquitoes just one single bat can consume in just one night.

This book is full of interesting facts about bats for kids. I like the facts part (except it should maybe

mention that rabies in bats is quite rare and bats are pretty harmless to people) and I like the photos

of the various types of bats, although some of the photos are repeated, which seemed kind-of odd. I

would love to see the bat types on the photos and even maybe what area they are from for

additional learning and just because that is something I would find interesting, as a reader, although

my nephew may not care as much and it is a kidsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ book. The stereotypical cartoon

bats on the fact pages, to me, donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t really fit in with the real-life photos and that just

feels off to me, but that is just me. Overall, again, I like the facts information and the real-life pictures

and my 6-year-old nephew enjoyed them as well.
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